TheArts Art&Food

Pickled cow for starters
~,
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HERE has always been a
natural
alliance
between
artists and chefs and over the
years many a restaurant has
enhanced its reputation by
the paintings on its walls or the painters at
its tables. Toulouse-Lautrec sketched for
his supper all over Montmartre in the
1890s, Picasso and Matisse did the same
on the Cote d'Azur, and in London in the
Twenties, Augustus John was such a
regular at certain Soho restaurants that
EntrecOteIi la John appeared in his honour
on the menu.
In the Fifties, Soho was again the centre
of artistic life with Freud, Auerbach and

Bacon all treading a well-worn path
betWeen the Colony Room and W'heelers
and, although the focus shifted to Mayfair
in the Seventies, under the steam of the
archetypal chef-patron
Peter Langan,
recent years have brought Soho back to
the fashionable fore. Nowhere is this more
evident than in some of the capital's most
modish
restaurants,
where the old
relationship betWeen art and food has
never seemed so healthy.
One of these, Oliver Peyton's The
Atlantic, even goes so far as to have a press
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Richard Ingleby on the trend for displaying
artists such as Damien Hirst in restaurants
release proclaiming
its mission: "To
expose some of the world's most exciting
contemporary artists to those uninitiated
who prefer to hang around in bars than
galleries." Their selection includes this
year's Turner
prize-winner
Douglas
Gordon
and the ever-so-fashionable
young painter Peter Doig, whose fuzzy
landscapes have also appeared on bottles
of their house wine. These limited-edition
labels
are
something
of a
feature
at The
Atlantic
Artlantic, they call
them
and
include designs by
Damien
Hirst
(quite a decent
Macon
Uchizy)
and the habitually
offensive Jake and
Dinos Chapman
for those who like
a little penis with
their Pinot.
Peter Doig has
also featured on
the
walls
of
Euphorium,
a
lower-key
but
equally
stylish
Islington
restaurant, which
proves that Soho
doesn't
have a
complete
monopoly on the
trendiest painters.
The cooking at Euphorium is more reliable
than the art, but both are invariably wellpresented and (nice touch) the artist
always gets a credit on the menu.
There are no such pointers at The Ivy,
where one is presumably
meant to
recognise the hand of Howard Hodgkin,
Peter Blake imd Eduardo Paolozzi - three
men who look like they know a good meal
when they see one and who were all

Examples

of Damien

Hirst's

work

commissioned
to make work for the
restaurant's reopening on the fringe of
Soho in 1990.
The latest and most extreme marriage of
art and food has just opened in Dean
Street and marks the newest outpost of
Marco Pierre White's ever-increasing
empire. Quo Uldis, as it is called - taking
its name
from
Leoni's
QV,
an
unremarkable
Italian restaurant
that
occupied the site for the last 70 years, is
the result of White's collaboration with
none other than Damien Hirst. Unlikely
bedfellows, but on the evidence so far, it
seems happy ones. The food is much as
you'd expect from White - meticulous,
inventive, delicious but the art,
provided from Hirst's personal collection
of his fashionable friends, is not.
HITE'S
own taste in
pictures is as cultured as
the
his cooking
evidence of this covers
the walls of his flagship
restaurant at the Hyde Park Hotel in
Knightsbridge. However, his involvement
with Hirst & Co looks like a shrewd move
at a time when young British artists are
fast becoming the world's hottest cultural
property.
The Hirst originals at Quo Uldis are
saved for the upstairs bar, a kind of dimly
lit, gothic grotto with a cabinet of carefully
arranged medical instruments just visible
in the half-light and tWo pickled cow heads
looming in the gloom.
Wisely, White has kept Hirst and his
formaldehyde out of the dining rooms,
which manage a kind of cool elegance
despite some pretty peculiar bits of art
whimsy in the shape of a cast banana skin,
a box of cracked eggs and an orange worm
wriggling its way through purple fur.
Alongside these odcJ.itiesare more serious,
if equally fashion-conscious pictures by
Gary Hume and Fiona Rae, a measure of
whose standing is that they currently sha're
a tWo-man exhibition at that great arbiter

W

in the upstairs

bar of Quo Vadis

Photo", Jonathan OUey

of contemporary taste, the Saatchi Gallery.
White is pointedly diplomatic and
occasionally
enthusiastic
about these
pictures, but I get the feeling that he won't
be making much space for them in his own
collection. His tastes are deeply rooted in
the first half of the century, specifically in
the French and English painters of the
Thirties. Bebe Berard and Jean Cocteau
are particular favourites, as are Glyn
Philpot
and
Mark
Gertler,
both
inconsistent talents, but White has chosen
well and seems to be creating
a
distinguished collection. I once tried to sell
him a picture that had belonged to Peter
Langan, rather a grim portrait of a
theatrical-looking
lady, but he wasn't
moved and muttered a polite refusal along
the lines of Langan's eye for a picture
being little better than his cooking.
This isn't quite fair. When sober, Langan
was a fine chef and inspired collector,
although he made the odd mistake in the
auction rooms after too long a lunch. As
his friend Brian Sewell put it, if he hadn't
been a restaurateur: "He could have been
a brilliant museum director and even
today would have served well as a trustee
of the Tate."

U

GAN began collecting in
the Sixties with a taste for old
masters but, by the time he was
nishing the walls of Odins,
Sewell
had
successfully
diverted
him from such dangerous
territory towards the then unfashionable
world of English painting between .1900
and 1930, an enthusiasm not dissimilar to
Marco Pierre White's. In fact, White's
latest purchase is a majestic still-life by the
artist known simply as Gluck, an
unfailingly stylish art deco lesbian who
was one of Langan's favourite painters. At
one time he owned two of her greatest
works, but both had to go during a
financial crisis that struck in the Seventies.
Typically, this predicament was induced
by Langan himself, who decided (Atlanticstyle) that Odins should have a house wine
with labels by David Hockney, and
negotiated, in English, with a man who
spoke only French, to buy 3,000 bottles of
a suitable dry white. When 30,000 bottles
of a sweetish wine that hadn't travelled
well turned up at customs, the Glucks
were his only means of paying the bill.
CONTINUED OVERLEAF
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Odins is not the restaurant it was in
Langan's day, but many of the pictures
that survived his financial ups and downs
are still there and
for these alone it
is worth a visit.
Langan was a sort
of
Seventies
version of White,
less
talented
perhaps,
but
equally in tune
with
prevailing
trends
and,
in
much the same
way
as White
has enlisted Hirst,
Langan
made
full use of his
'friends Hockney,
Kitaj and Patrick
Proctor.
It was
Langan
who
Odins restaurant
coined the phrase
"eating
down"
to describe the exchange of pictures for
meals - a practice which officially doesn't
exist, but a glance at the pictures on Odins'
walls and inscriptions such as "For Peter
and Food" tell another story.
White tells me that there are no such
arrangements
at Quo vadis and I'm
inclined to believe him for two reasons.
First, he is too clever a businessman to risk
offending the taxman and, second, he is

too clever a businessman to let the Hirst
crowd loose in his restaurant with a tab. A
couple of years ago, when Hirst was
organising an exhibition of his and a
friend's
work,
Some Went Mad
Some Ran Away,
at the Serpentine,
he
was
commissioned
to
record a diary of
the week's events
by the Evening
Standard.
The notes that
he presented for
publication
included a bar bill
from the Groucho
Club for a few late
drinks after a hard
day's curating: a
£311 homage to
the twin gods of
Stolichnaya
and
Sancerre. Only a
very brave - or foolish - restaurateur
would risk this sort of damage on a daily
basis and, as Quo vadis demonstrates,
White may be a bit eccentric but he's
certainly no fool.
His
combination
of
the
most

fashionable food and fashionable art is a .
blueprint for success. Let's just hope that
his new friends don't get the chance to
drink him out of business. .
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"MY stomach feels like that sometimes!"
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s A feat of replicated
nostalgia
for the First
Golden Age of Pop - the
Sixties - 'Tom
Hanks'
directorial debut That Thing
1VUDo! is well-nigh perfect. He gets every
detail right, from the pre-psychedelia
colours to the post-Fifties haircuts. Which
is part of the problem.
Set in the midst of Beatlemania, when
America caught the first wave of Brit Pop's
annual tide, it focuses on a bunch of
young suburban
kids with musical
aspirations.
Their
career
trajectory
epitomises many bands of the time: one
hit single and 15 minutes of supernova
fame before implosion and oblivion.
Clearly, this is of some importance to
Hanks who not only wrote and directed
the film, but also appears as the executive
of Play-Tone Records and contributed to
many of the faux Sixties songs. Voyage
Round the Moon by The Saturn 5 (The
Umtures out of The 1Ornados), Mr
Downtown by Freddy Frederickson (a
flashy crooner caught on the cusp of the
big-band ballad sound and the new pop);
Hold My Hand, Hold My Heart by The
Chantrellines (black girl trio in the sub
Supremes mould); and the title song That
Thing You Do by the group of the film,
The Wonders (formerly The Oneders) are
all authentic fakes, cheeky, cheesy repros
of that tinny transistor pop that poured
out of the airwaves and from the stages of
dance halls throughout the early Sixties.
So far, so impeccable. But around
halfway through the movie there is a
gnawing sensation that it is all dressed up
with nothing to say. Suddenly, one starts
to worry that there will be no pay-off.
And, sure enough, there isn't.
The tale is slight enough. The fortunes
of a local group in Erie, Pennsylvania,
change when they lose their drummer
after he breaks his arm while attempting
to leapfrog over a parking meter. Hastily
they acquire the services of a closet
drummer, Guy Patterson (Tom Everett
Scott), who works for his father in an
electrical appliance store.
During their first gig Guy accelerates
the tempo of band leader Jimmy's
(Johnathon Schaech) ballad, That Thing
You Do, into a rocking pop number that
soon has the joint jumping. Signed up by
a local manager they begin playing
restaurant gigs before cutting a record
which gets some local airplay. They move
into the big time when they are brought to
Right: Tom Hanks as Play-Tone
Records' executive Mr White in That
Thing You Do!

